Empower your firefighters and EMS personnel with rugged mobile technology

Equipping your Fire and EMS personnel with rugged tablets will reduce inefficient manual processes, increase productivity and help increase safety.

You might consider consumer-grade devices believing they can fulfill your operational needs and are the most affordable technology. But here’s why you should think again.

Why consumer-grade devices might not be your best option

With a consumer-grade device, you won’t get a solution that’s built to last and withstand the harsh environments you face every day. You also won’t get the reliable battery life and connectivity you need.

And you may experience almost 2.5 times more lost productivity due to device failure. Your TCO could be double that of an enterprise-grade device over five years due to:

- Lost productivity of up to 74 minutes per incident of device failure
- Up to 54 minutes of lost productivity per incident due to battery failure
- Lost productivity due to failed network connections at around 23 minutes per disruption
- More hard costs due to the need to purchase additional devices such as handheld scanners
- Higher device costs due to replacements required typically every 18 months

How the ET4x-Series and ET4x-HC Series Enterprise Tablets compares

With the ET4x and ET4x-HC tablets, you get devices that are built to last and can withstand drops, dust, water and extreme temperatures.

They will also:

- Eliminate downtime with replaceable batteries for round-the-clock performance
- Provides faster and more reliable connections including Wi-Fi™ 6 and 5G
- Include an integrated enterprise-grade scanner from a world leader in barcode scanning
- Maximize uptime leading to lower costs
- Incorporate exceptional security support and collaboration tools
- The ET4x-HC has a disinfectant-ready housing to handle constant disinfecting
- Healthcare alert button that can be configured for rapid response

Put our devices to work in Fire and EMS services to realize benefits across:

- Routing and dispatch
- Personnel tracking
- Inventory management
- Safety inspection and compliance
- Patient identification and history
- Medication management
- Electronic health records

Part of the Zebra Essentials Range

Find out more at www.zebra.com/tablets
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